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About This Game

In PITCH-HIT: BASEBALL you can can your own hits, break stuff with baseballs, and so much more! Unlock each new level
and try to top your own high score or the high scores from people around the world with our online leaderboards! Choose how
you want to bat with our 3 pitching modes. T-BALL, Pitcher, and Self-Pitch! Visit the SPACE level to experience Baseball in
low gravity! Other levels include HOOPS, DUCKS, CATCH, JUGGLE, RAMPAGE and HOMERUN DERBY. Fun for all

ages!

SUPER-REAL Physics!

Multiple Levels and Challenges!

Multiple Pitching Modes!

Multiple Bat-Holding Modes!

Point based and Survival based levels!

Online and Local Leaderboards for every level!

Works with 1 or 2 controllers!
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Works with Vive Tracker and HTC Racket accessory

MULTIPLAYER coming soon!
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Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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pitch hit baseball. pitch hit run baseball studio. baseball hit by pitch hits ground first. baseball pitch hit bird. baseball pitch hit
batter. baseball pitch hit a bird. pitch hit run baseball tysons. baseball pitch hit run competition. pitch hit run baseball mclean

this game needs to be worked on bugs everywhere and terrible english. Tanks were already available for the Germans since the
first campaign mission in 1914.
- My light artillery were bonkers: couldn't target enemies a yard away from a higher elevation, they blew up a bridge when I
clicked on enemies that were beyond the bridge

Now I haven't played any Blitzkrieg game. But I didn't enjoy this game that much.
I like World War 1 more than World War 2. But this RTS is rather painful for me.

On a more chipper note, the 2nd level of the German Campaign was rather fun. Though not enough to redeem the value of this
game for me.. It has been years since I last bought a videogame. I've read a review of this game on an Italian game zine, and I
decided to try it right away. The idea of living different experiences really struck something in me, and I really can't complain
about my choice! I enjoyed all the experiences I've done so far, and I can't wait to try the others. I've never thought I could live
again as a child or feel what an old man feels when.. NO SPOILERS! Jokes aside, sometimes I feel that the authors left
something out from the dialogues or the storylines, but apart from that I really think this is a wonderful game, especially for the
music and the graphics. Great job guys! Keep it up!. Shu is a great little platformer with a captivating hand drawn art style and
soundtrack. If you're looking for a solid platformer to consume you for 4 to 5 hours for under 12 bucks, Shu is a no brainer.

Disclaimer: I currently work for Coatsink...That being said, I purchased this with my OWN cash before joining Coatsink and
I'm writing this review from my genuine perspective.. I was surprised on each level by some new actions, unique animation for
bosses and much more stuff.
This game category is not that I prefer usually, because I thought they are a clicker. But this game changed my view on it. Thank
you!

I would like to say 8\/10, because this indie game looks like completed, suitable product. This game is a first author's child,
which is interesting, smart, sexy and you respect him.. hey im matt and im gay, this is why i play this game.. Honestly the game
is subpar, what occurs is that your units have ranges they can operate in, yet they have been given pre determined points of what
you can put your units. This means the orcs will be coming at your troops in mass and your idiots won't move to save their own
lives, such as an archer will literally be blasting one of your troops in the face, yet he will turn back and go to his dot because he
is just slightly out of range. So this is more of a tower defense kind of game yet...not really, you only get a few unit types to
work with, they are not imaginative, and only 2 ways to upgrade them, health and strength.

I would rate this as one of my least favorite games ever, oh and you can't really change any of the game settings and they were
so lazy that they don't even tell you what each magic spell does. You just get assigned 3 per map, getting the idea yet of
how♥♥♥♥♥♥poor this game is yet?

If you want a better game, I would suggest Kingdom Rush
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Until i hit the level 50 and on, this game was awesome and I would recommend it to all. However, around these levels, it goes
from being enjoyable to almost stressful due to difficult levels and short times. At level 55, it is rediculous and I can not get past
it no matter what I do. I am uninstalling it out of frustration and I suggest the programmers give longer time or an option to skip
so many levels.
. I love all the Delicous and Fabulous games. This one is no exception. Very cute story, appearances by our beloved Delicious
characters and a cute soundtrack.

It's an addictive and fun time management game brought to you by GameHouse who never fails to put out great games that are
just fun to play or when you need a break from your more strategic, graphic intense games.. just played the game and loved it.
where can get the other chapters?. I really liked this one, choice of robots is still my favourite CYOA game but being a pirate is
always fun. My only complaint is it seems too short and ends very abruptly. My time played is not accurate as i clicked away
with the window open.. This was on my "Wishlist" since I first saw the announcement, late 2018, but I wanted to see it move a
little further in patches\/updates before I took the leap. Well, the time has come for that leap.

There's nothing I enjoy more than a quality "City Building" game, and this one fits my collection nicely. Even with its steep learning
curve, and a little rough around the edges, it has the potential of being just as good, or better than "Cities Skylines."

The games biggest asset is its location, and building styles. I've played American & European on both "Cities Skylines &
Transport Fever" but now we get to play in Russian style, with its atmosphere, and that's a nice, and unique change of scenery for
me. The map is also huge, and diverse. It also has day\/night cycles, and the calendar year moves slowly. 1 day, equals 1 minute
on normal speed. You can also start in 1960, 70, or 80. Future dates are unknown at this time.

The graphics are almost top notch, and the UI is easy enough to get around if you're patient. Those familiar with "City Builders"
should be able to catch on fairly quickly. Trial & Error worked for me.

Resources & Transportation, is the mainstay of this sim, and will take some getting use to, but if you've played "Transport Fever"
then this should also be within your grasp. Different, but logical. At least in my opinion.

Money doesn't play a huge factor here, but you still can't play without it. It's primarily used for Building & Resources. Instead,
it's all about the welfare of your people. Fulfill their needs, and you'll have a happy socialist society, unlike us capitalist, where
money is the root of any, and everything.

I hope to see this game grow, and flourish, to become the game it truly can be. Modding would go a long way in this respect, and
the Dev's stated that it will support the "Workshop" on Steam, sometime in the future. This really would increase its longevity, and
replay-ability with others creating a variety of buildings, maps, roads, and vehicle styles.

I'm usually not this long winded, so I'll close with my recommendation, and say this sim is worthy of a try for you creative "City
Builders" and with some patience, I think you'll enjoy it too.

\ud835\udcd0\ud835\udcfc \ud835\udcd0\ud835\udcf5\ud835\udd00\ud835\udcea\ud835\udd02\ud835\udcfc ,
\ud835\udcda\ud835\udcee\ud835\udcee\ud835\udcf9 \ud835\udcde\ud835\udcf7
\ud835\udcd6\ud835\udcea\ud835\udcf6\ud835\udcf2\ud835\udcf7\ud835\udcf0 !\ud83d\udc31\ud83d\udc4d.
Absolutely great and promising game, the developer is also active on the forums and already as it is, the game is beautiful
and addicting. Showed it to a friend of mine and a second after I found myself without a controller in my hands and writing
this review meanwhile two of my friends are challenging each other in split screen. Hope the development continues
flawlessly, as of now I highly doubt I'll ever regret buying this. Steam workshop is coming the developer said! Cannot wait to
see what people will create. Nonetheless a bit of polishing and optimization is definitely needed as my powerful pc that
handles games like witcher3 almost all maxed out sometimes struggles with this, but I have faith in the development..
Runespell: Overture was fun. It reminds me a lot of PuzzleQuest, except matching blocks was replaced with competitive
solitaire. Build those those trips, quads, and boats to attack the enemy. There's also spells and other typical RPG trappings.
Good stuff. It's the first chapter of a larger story. It wasn't that long and the game abruptly ends.. Obtaining it through an
indie bundle I have to say I'm glad I didn't purchase this game; the bundle was obtained using store credit with 2 other games
at the same time.
Buggy, requiring internet for a simple asteroids clone, the game lacks pizzazz.
On first launch the game failed to load past the loading screen/twitter account advertisement because I had blocked the game
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from accessing the network via a firewall.
Once I sorted through that it requires internet to play I found that the first level was confusing; it said collect salvage to
continue. However there was no control listing & didn't seem to be any way to locate items.
Turns out that this was the first bug rearing it's head... the game had failed to load the asteroids that were supposed to be
present instead just showing the background which is a series of silhouetted asteroids which lead to confusion about how the
game was supposed to operate.
Further the firing in the game seems to be off; some asteroid clones use a type of bullet lag to shoot where your aiming
retical was instead of where your rectical is, a time tested model that has worked well for several games,... this game however
feels wrong. It almost feels like the rectical itself has been placed under lag so that you're shooting in the dircetion your ship
was pointing when you clicked & not where you were aiming.
Over all I cannot recommend this game & instead point you to other asteroid clones both on & off Steam. There are several
basic freeware (not open source) ones that are considerably smaller than this using Google & on Steam you can obtain Dark
Matter for a cheap price which is a much better product.. I wanted a knock off Mario Kart and was disappointed. This felt
slow to respond to my controller and just wasn't fun.. Molten Armor is a great game, tough as nails, but good tough.
This game provides traditional and refreshing mechanics if you're familiar with TD games.
Enjoyable game.
Great tower defense, various enemies, lots of levels and most importantly, lots of fun.
This is quite simply one of the most innovative and the most entertainning games I've played in a while.
With beautiful visuals, a smooth and pleasing soundtrack, combind with a unique gameplay that requires both stratagy and
skill.
If you like good strategy, intense challenge and good music, this game might fit all your needs.
Recommended game for all Tower Defense lovers who are looking for some refreshing gameplay mechanics.
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